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Abstract

In situ measurements in the magnetospheres together with general
advancement in plasma physics are now necessitating introduction
of a number of effects that have bean recently discovered or ear-
lier neglected. Examples are:

Electric double layers (like in the lower magnetosphere)
Thin current layer (like in the magnetopause) giving »pace-a
cellular structure.

Current pro- J d filaments (e.g. in prominences, solar corona and
.-:.ouds>.

.mpoxtant to use the electric current (particle) de-
;<3 to study the whole circuit-in which the current flows,
'.feet cannot be neglected as is now usually done.

The icritl VI velocity phenomenon is essential, for example for the
bänd str rture o^ solar system.
Theory of tusty plasmas is important.

The result is a change in so many theories in cosmic plasma
physics tht it is appropriate to speak of an introduction of a
new paradi^n. This should be based on empirical knowledge from
magnetospheric and laboratory Investigations. Its application to
astrophysics in general, including cosmology, will necessarily
lead to a revision of e.g. the present theories of the formation
of stars, planets and satellites. It is doubtful whether the
big bang cosmology will survive.
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I Towards a unified theory of cosmic plasma physics

Cosmic plasma physics is at present in a state of revision which

is so drastic that it is appropriate to speak of a change in

paradigm. This change started 5 or 10 years ago, and it wili

probably take at least 10 years more until the transition is com-

pleted. The process is precipitated by:

(a) Xn situ measurements of the properties of plasmas in the mag-

netospheres (including the solar magnetosphere = heliosphere ~

- solar wind region) . Active sp_ace_exp_er intents are beginning

to make significant contributions.

(b) Laboratory experiments. Cosmic plasma physics is profiting

from thermonuclear research, but those experiments which are

especially designed to clarify cosmic situations are of deci-

sive importance.

(c) An increased understanding how to transfer knowledge from one

plasma region to another.

The present paper will be based on the assumption that the basic

properties of plasmas are the same everywhere.

This means that we are attempting to develop a unified theory of

cosmic plasmas covering 27 orders of magnitude, from laboratory

experiments (typically 0.1 m) up to the Hubble distance 10 m.

This large distance is covered in "a cosmic triple jump" (see
g

Fig. 1). The first step of 10 brings us trom laboratory to magne-
o

tosphere (typically ~10 m),next hop to interstellar phenomena,
17 °

typically VIO m (=10 light years). The third jump of 10" brings
us up to the Hubble distance (~10 m) .
The laboratory and magnetosphere regions are accessible to in situ
measurements (out to the region of the giant planets which is

12—10 m ) . In these regions it is possible to make high quality

diagnostics. This means that - at least in principle - it is

possible to develop theories of real scientific value. Outside

the reach of spacecraft we cannot explore the plasma with the

same degree of reliability, ao all theories are necessarily some-

what speculative. This applies to solar and cometary physics and

to the physics of galactic and extragalactic phenomena. It in-

cludes such important fields as the theory of the formation of



stars, planets and satellites, and cosmology, also because some

essential processes took place long ago.

From this follows that our method of approach should be:

(a) Derive from laboratory and magnetopsheric measurements

general laws governing cosmic plasmas.

(b) Apply such laws to solar, interstellar, galactic, and cosmo-

logical problems (C.P. I>*.

II New "discoveries"

The new paradigm derives from a number of "discoveries". Some

of these refer to phenomena which have not been known earlier

(e.g. magnetopause and double layers in magnetized plasmas). Some are

weir known since long ago but have not until recently beenapplied to

cosmic plasma physics (e.g. electric double layers and pinch

effect). 7he most important "discoveries" will be summarized

in this Part II {and also in Part III).

A- D o u b l e layers

Since the ti.ir.e of Langmuir it is known that electric double

layers often occur Ln non-magnetized laboratory p?i.asma6 and re-

cently it has been demonstrated that they also exist in magnetized

plasmas (Fig. 2,3). Because of the poor contact between laboratory

plasma physics and the physics of space plasmas, it is not until

quite recently that double layers in cosmic plasmas are more gene-

rally taken into account. The break-through came with the disco-

very of the inverted V events (Fig.4).

There is now strong evidence that there are double layers with

voltage drops AV of up to some kilovoits in the low magnetosphere

(about 5000 km above the Earth), and that auroral electrons im-

pinging on the ionosphere are accelerated in these. We also know

that the formation of such a double layer requires an electric

current I, which (at least usually) should be flowing upwards in

order to produce double layers. Often the power P - IAV released

in the double layer is essentially delivered as high energy elec-

trons (C.P.II.b),

Detailed motivation for views expressed in this paper are
given in the monograph Cosmic Plasma. References are made
to chapters and paragraphs '') ,



It is known from laboratory that double layers may get unstable

and "explode", which means that the voltage AV surges up to

values many orders of magnitude larger than before explosion.

Most of the energy W = J L I of the circuit in which I flows

(L = inductance) may be transferred into high energy particles.

Solar flares, magnetic substorms and the 'folding umbrella" phe-

nomenon in comets may be due to exploding double layers. A con-

siderable part of the high energy particles observed in the

magnetospheres may be produced by double layers (seeCP. II.6.4).

During the last few years the interest in double layers in

cosmical physics has avalanched. Still there are reasons to

believe that we are only in the beginning of the exploration

of their significance. For example, their role in more distant

regions such as galactic and intergalactic space is not at all

clarified.

As the Symposium on Plasma Double Layers at Ristf will take

place in a few days, we need not discuss the basic properties

of double layers more in detail.

B. Energy transfer

The mapping of the auroral circuit,started by Armstrong and Zmuda

in 1974,represents a major progress in cosmic plasma physics. Cer-

tainly from the time of Birkeland (which means the beginning of the

century) it has been suggested that circuits of this type should

exist, but the unquestionable, demonstration of their existence

put this part of the theory of cosmic plasmas on a firm base.

Fig.5 gives a very likely simplified model of the auroral circuit.

The central body (the Earth) produces a dipole field B and B1 and B2

are magnetic field lines from this body. c., c, is a plasma cloud

near the equatorial plane moving with velocity v in the sunward

direction (out of the figure) producing an electromotive force

V *
9»+ • +
v x B* ds

c2

which gives rise to a current in the circuit c. a. a~ c~ c...



In a double layer D with the voltage drop AV. the current

releases energy at the rate P = IAVD» which essentially is used

for accelerating auroral electrons.

The energy is transferred from C to D not by high energy particles

and not by waves. Also, it is not transferred by magnetic merging

or field reconn-iction because the magnetic field is essentially

static. It is transferred by the electric circuit.

Consider a tube through which there flows a certain current I Q

(Fig. 6).The voltage VQ between its electrodes depend on the

size and the shape of the tube, the chemical composition, density

and magnetisation of the gas, etc. If the current changes from I Q

to I , the voltage changes from VQ to V. If the change is small,

we can use the linear approximation

V-Vo = (1)

where R is a constant which is called the internal resistance

of the tube. It is well known that plasma tubes often have a

negative resistance (R<0).

Suppose that the tube is connected to a battery V, through a

resistor

equation

resistor R_ and an inductance L . Then the circuit obeys the
C C

V,_ • V + R_I + L
dl

c 3t

or from (1)

(R +RC)(I-Io) + C

where C « i s a c o n s t a n t*

It R+Rc * 0 the plasma will be in equilibrium V = V^-IR .

ir R+Rc > 0 the current will change until a stable equilibrium

is reached. The time constant of the change depends on L .
C

If R+R. < 0 no equilibrium is possible. Depending on higher order

terms in (1) the plasma may produce regular oscillations with a

frequency which depends on L .
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The discharge may also be disrupted. In this case most of the

1 2inductive energy -* LI of the circuit may be delivered at the

point of disruption in the plasma.

k Is weLlknown that all electric circuits with L • 0 are ex-

plosive. If disrupted they deliver the inductive energy at

the point of disruption where it may produce a violent explosion.

These examples show that the properties of a current-carry^;.

ing plasma depends on the circuit of which it is a part. (Nota

bene: If in a magnetized plasma, curl B 4 0 it carries a current!)

Hence, even if »re l.now all the local properties of a plasma, e.g.

its density, temperature, magnetisation, chemical composition,

we cannot predict its behaviour.

The conclusion is that the properties of a current-carrying

plasma cannot be described by local theories,such &3 magnetic mer-

ging theories. It is necessary to consider the whole circuit in

which the current flows in order to account for the properties

of a plasma.

The explosive properties of all electric circuits are important

in cosmical plasma physics. If the current through a plasma

gets disrupted e.g. by the instability of a double layer, an

explosion may occur. If the inductive energy in the circuit is

large, as it often is in cosmic circuits, a very rapid and very

violent explosion may occur. Examples are solar flares and

magnetic substorms.

Consider a cosmic cloud (Fig.6) limited by a surface S. The proper-

ties of the plasma inside S depend or. the boundary conditions.

Thus by changing the current through S, we can change the be-

haviour of the plasma. As was seen in the preceding paragraph,

the properties of a plasma depend on the whole circuit in which

the current flows. This means that we can describe the plasma

inside S by parameters inside S only if 1.= 0 everywhere on S.

Hence, even if we know all plasma parameters (like density, tem-

perature, and magnetization) at every point inside S, we can

describe the plasma properties theoretically only if there is no

electric current crossing the surface. Therefore, the boundary

problems have to be analysed very carefully.



"Ma2netic_merging"_theories

What we have found means that we can describe plasma phenomena

inside a finite volume only if no electric current crosses the

surface. In the terminology of the magnetic field description,

this means that we can describe plasma phenomena inside a finite

volume only if the perpendicular component of the curl 8 is

zero at every point of the surface.

All theories of "magnetic merging" {or "field line reconnection")

which do not satisfy this criterion are misleading or erroneous,

and deserve no attention.

C Dualism in cosmic plasma physics

Magnetic_f ieid_versus_electric_current^j[garticlel[_descri£tion

Because it is easier to measure magnetic fields than electric

currents it is natural to present the results of space explora-

tion (from spacecraft and from astrophysical observations) with

pictures of the magnetic field configuration. Furthermore, in

magnetohydrodynamic theories, it is convenient to eliminate

the current and to represent the electric, current density

by curl B. This method ia acceptable in the treatment

of a number of phenomena which are related to plasma anisotropy

and waves in plasmas (see Fig.7 and C .P. Fig.-1.4).

However, there are also a number of phenomena which cannot be

treated in this way, but which require ar. approach in which the

electric current is taken account ofexplicitly. The transla-

tion between the magnetic field description and the electric

current description is made with the help of Maxwell's first

equation

V x B = y i

As shown in Fig.6 it is essential to draw the circuits in

which the currents flow which is equivalent to a description

of how the particles move.

The dualism between magnetic field and electric current descrip-

tion is somewhat similar to thfc general dualism in physics.

To try to describe; the transfer of energy in cosmic plasmas by

magnetic merging is as iop^less as to describe the photoelectric

effect by Maxwell's equation.



D Application to solar wind - megnetospheric Interaction

As an important example of the particle (electric current) treat-

ment let us consider a simple case illustrating transfer of energy

from the solar wind to the earth's magnetosphere. We confine the

discussion to the equatorial plane. We assume that far from the

earth there is a constant southward directed magnetic field B_ = B
z c

and a constant electric field E = E . The solar wind moves with

the constant velocity v = v ~ E /B .
A \J \J \s

In order to obtain a very simple model we substitute the magneto-

pause with an ideal conductor, so that the equipotential lines in

the solar wind are changed as shown in Fig. 8. Further we suppose

that there is a current in the aiagnetopause which changes the

northward directed terrestrial magnetic field into a southward

directed, which at large distances decreases to the solar wind

value B . The motion or the solar wind is treated by the guiding

centre method (cf. for example C.P, III.1.2). Hence the drift in

the equatorxal plans is
U =

with

+ F\ ) :<
X.

„ - eE^causing an electric drift

F = -yVB causing a diamagnetic drift

?. = -ift-fir causing an inerti i drift

In order to make the model as simple as possible we put the

solar wind temperature = 0 so that the diamagnetic drift is

negligible. The electric drift is

u E = E/B .

The inertia drift is

m du

» • - •

™ for protons and

du. _ .

at for electr0RS'

Although usually small the inertia drift i3 important because it

produces a current

i i i /,,P G\ _ P.
 C U E

where n is the number der;:..J.Ly of electrons and protons and p =

i



* n(ni + m
e)

 i s t n e mass density. The electric drift is decelerated

? because when the plasma approaches the magnetopau.se B increases

[ and E decreases and hence the inertia current flows antiparallel

I to E. This means that we have an electric dynamo. The current it

• produces is likely to olose in the circuit shown in Fig. 8 (cf.

C.P. III.6).

It is easily shown that the power P = V • I which this dynamo
D E 2

delivers to the circuit equals the loss in kinetic energy £• f-

of the plasma due to its slowing down when it approaches the

magnetopause.

If the magnetic field increases by a factor 3 in the inertia

current region (- shock front region) and the electric fileld decreases

by a factor 2, the plasma velocity decreases by a factor of 6. Hence

the kinetic energy of the plasma goes down by a factor 36, so that

97% of its kinetic energy is transferred to the circuit.
f

| The inertia current dynamo produced at the deceleration of a

plasma represents. the main mechanism for transfer of plasma kinetic

energy into electric circuit energy. Magnetic merging is irrele-

vant because the process can take place even if the magnetic

field is constant (C.P. II.3).
I
J. Fig. 8 shows how the inertia current is likely to close. Part of

| its power is used to accelerate the solar wind sideways (and

backwards). As the plasma is collision-free/ increased pressure

in fronc of the magnetopause cannot give r-se to a sideway de-

flection.

From a simple model we shall now approach the real conditions

in two respects:

If the solar wind temperature is so large that F is not negligible

a considerable part (often the major part) of the solar wind kinetic

energy is converted directly into heat. Further, in order to

let the circuit transfer energy to the magnetopause we must

give this a finite resistivity. This changes the equipotential

lines somewhat, so that part of the plasma reaches the magneto-

sphere.

We must also take account of the energy tapped from the solar

wind to the north and V.) the south o± the equatorial plane. Part
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of it is transferred to the Magnetosphere (see C.P. III.6). Hence

the magnetosphere current does only in part derive from the cir-

cuit of Fig.6.

Our results can be generalized. It seems that the main mechanism

of energy exchange - in bo*-h directions I - between a moving plasma

and a circuit can be treated as a result of inertia currents. As

pointed out above magnetic merging theories are misleading or

erroneous (except in special cases).

E Newtonian attraction and electromagnetic attraction

A mass element dm., is attracted by another mass element d m 2

at distance F (counted from dm, to din, ) by a Newtonian force

d2f"M = G d m . dm, ~-

(G = gravitational constant). Besides that there is also an

electromagnetic force

caused by the current

I-jds-i a n ö r

2
vector

-fr-
et 3 . acting on the current element

i i.i s, tc d"s.j. For infinite parallel

currents the force t' (t per length i. of the conductors is

Compared tc the N3wr.oni?n grevl^etion the electromagnetic attrac-

tion ip negligible for condensed matter (like stars, planets

and satellites). In dis;.arsec! r/~dj.u it is often dominating.

Contrary to the Newtonian, gravitation which tends to produce

spherical structures- the el^ctrcrcctgnetic attraction tends to

produce filaments, or in £ome cases, thin.surfaces carrying

currents.

Since long it is wcllknown that, filamentary structures are

very often observed (sec C.P. T.i./*>. Examples are

coronal streamers and prominences in the solar atmosphere, and

filaments in gal act i c_c_.lo; K5S .

There aire rather good (although not fully convincing)arguments

that all (or at leant mosr) filamentary structures are produced

by electric currents.
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Examples of filamentary structures are given in Fig. 9,10,11, and

12. Of these 11 and 12 are taken from E.E. Barnard's atlas ' -

He tried to attract attention to the "thin dark "lanes" of uni-

form width". He admits that "it is probable that some are due

to pure chance" but gives convincing arguments for the view that

"others are real and are due to some law that will reveal itself

in the course of time".

During the more than 50 years after the publication, these con-

spicuous results have attracted very little attention. The reason

seems to be that the orthodox education of astrophysicists in-

cludes Kewtonian mechanichs but not plasma physics. Hence the

astronomers did not note that in 1934 Bennet published his paper

on "Magnetically self-focussing streams". It is quite possible

that his theory will lead to the law Barnard was looking for.

Instead these conspicuous "lanes" (or with our terminology "fi-

laments") were very 3eldom mentioned. Indeed they were swept

under the rr.g and have remianed there for half a century.

The simple formula for calculation the gas pressure gradient p

in a stationary plasma is

Vlp • B2/2u ) -i?-7-!?. , Q
° *o

Under certain assumptions (for example, if all magnetic field

lines are parallel) the right hand term is zero and we have

p + B /2po = const.

The general belief that a magnetic field counteracts the con-

traction of a cloud is essentially based on this formula, which

is valid in only one special case.

For reasons which are difficult to understand - and still more

difficult to defend - the third term is almost always neglected

in the astrophysical literature. The result is that the pinch

effect - or more generally- the electromagnetic attraction is

systematically neglected.

This mean3 that for example the generally accepted theories of

the evolutionary history of interstellar cloudsf the formation^qf

s t ar s and a c 1 a r s y s'Jretr s__a re_b a sed on a ̂misunderstanding.
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An example of the importance of the pinch effect term is given

in Fig. 13 (see Coscic Plasta IV.3).

F Cellular structure of space

Currert_lay_ers_in_the mayr etost>heres

To roost plasma physicists (except Dungey who at least in

part had predicted it) the discovery of the magnetopause

was a shock. It demonstrated that far up in the magneto-

sphere there is a thin current layer which at least in

.some respects has a high degree of persistence (in spite of

the fact that it seems to be in continual motion). It separates

regions with different magnetisation, different pressure,

temperature and chemical composition. Hence we can regard it as
a cell wall separating regions of space with widely different

properties. (See C.P. 11,5.5}.

A similar layer is also found i.v the nagnetotail.

Similar current surfaces are found around other planets,

most pronounced around Jupiter and Saturn. There are

probably at least one such surface in comets. Moreover,

in the solar wind there is a surface current, essentially

in the equatorial plane but waving up and down ("ballerina

effect"). This current layer separates a northern region

with inward magnetic field from a southern region with out-

ward d'.rected magnetic fie d (or vice ver ;a depending on the

solar cycle).

Current layers are sometimes very thin. For example

the thickness of the magnetopause may be as thin as a fraction

of an ion Larmor- radius, it moves often as rapidly as 25 km/sec,

and is usually wavy. .

It is almost impossible to observe z. cell wall before penetra-

ting it. When a spacecraft approaches a wall, the instruments

cannot tell its existence until suddenly the readings of a

number of its meters change .

Current layers acting as cell walls are found in all those region,

accessible to space craft?, hut because of the mentioned proper-
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ties of the wails we have obviously no possibility to observe

them outside the reach of spacecraft .

Do similar walls exist far out in the galaxy? There are no such

phenomena observed, nor should we expect-to observe them if they

exist because we know that they are not observable unless a

measuring device penetrates then.

It is unpleasant to postulate the existence of cellular struc-

tures in the galaxy if we have no possibilities to observe them.

However, it is obviously still more unpleasant to postulate that

a basic property of space changes abruptly at the present outer

reach of spacecraft .

The conclusion must be that space is very likely to possess a ge-

neral cellular structure. Hence we must conclude that also out

in galactic and extra-galactic space there are walls separating

regions of different magnetisation, donsity, temperature, chemi-

cal composition and_ _maybe different, kind of matter (koinomatter -

-antimatter). {Sue C,P, II.'0, IV. 9.6, VI, 3.4,)

Sgace_in space age

Fifty years ago space between planets and stars was considered

as the most perfect vacuum. This was correct in the sense that

its density is several orders of magnitude lower than the best

laboratory vacuum. However because of the large dimensions even

a very low density is important.

When interstellar matter was discovered, it was thought to be

structureless, homogeneous, nebulous.

This concept is now replaced by the space age concept of space.

As we have seen space can be divided by a number of "cell-

Walls" consisting of electric current layers. Further,

space is penetrated by current produced filaments which often

have densities and magnetisations several, orders above that of

interfilamentary space. Their temperature may be either higher

or lower than in interfilamentary space,.

What is said is applicable! both to the low density interstellar

Space and to interstellar clouds-



Tsytovich has drawn attention to some interesting properties

of filamentary currents in space. They may produce exploding

double layers in random regions- resulting in very large tran-

sient releases of energy and production of strong local elec-

tric fields. This may qi\3 rise tc a stochastic acceleration

of cosmic rays. Maybe the microwave background radiation

- which now is the on_iy_ observational support of the big bang -

may be generated by processes, of this kind.

Ill Application of the new' paradigm to cosmology and solar

system evolution

A The new concept of space and the existence of antimatter

There is no doubt that the red shift of galaxies is due to a

"cosmological" Hubble expansion. Whether the red shifts of

quasars, sometimes extremely large, also are "cosmological" is

a controversial question {see C.P.VI.4 .1) .

The question whether there exist large quantities of antimatter

in the universe has come into another light by the discovery of

the cellular structure of space, it :.s quite possible that some

of the cell walls separate regions of antimatter front regions

of koinomatter (ordinary matter}. This means that the Leidenfrost

layers separating the two kinds of matter are at the same time

current layers. This makes us more confident that the layers

have a high degree of stability.{cf. Fig, 15).

It has been shown that with space age concept of space there are

no valid arguments against the existence of antimatter. The uni-

verse may very well be symmetric, indeed even every galaxy may

be symmetric with regard to koine- and antimatter. (See C.P. IV. 9

and VI.2.2.)

B Annihilation as a source of energy

The quasars release so much energy that nuclear energy is by

far insufficient as energy source. We have three possible ways

to account for their supply of energy:
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1. Gravitation

2. Annihilation

3. New laws of physics

As our analysis has started from the assumption that the basic proper-

ties of cosmic plasma are t'ie same everywhere, we cannot accept (3)

In the choice between (1) and (2) It should be observed that

quasars normally eject matter, often as jets. The release of

gravitational energy is basically connected with a fall-in of

matter, e.g. towards a "black hole" (if such objects exist) whereas

annihilation should result in ejection of secondary products.

Hence (2) should b*3 preferred.

More arguments for this view have been given elsewhere

(C-P. -VI)*. It is concluded that every gclaxy is likely

to contain both kinds of matter. (CP.VI.2.)

The kinetic energy of the Hubble expansion constitutes the largest

energy in the universe except the rv.st rnas:.;. Again, the source

of this energy may be (1), (2) or (3) according to above. As

there is no doubc that the expansion results in a lower gravi-

tational potential (1) is excluded. Hence we have the choice

between (2) and (3) , (See C.P.vi.5.2.}

The big bang cosmology accepts (3). It is postulated that at

time . » 0 processes occrrred which are completely

different from the processes we have studied in other connections.

Some believers in big bang admit openly that it is necessary

to accept a divine intervention but most prefer not to discuss

this sensitive question explicitly.

As our basic assumption is irreconcilable with such an hypothesis,

the only alternative which remains for us is (2). This means that

the kinetic energy of the Hubbie expansion ultimately derives

from annihilation. The more detailed analysis indicates that, the

release of annihilation energy possibly occurred essentially
2 5 9

when the size of the metagalaxy was ax out 10 ' m (= 10 light years)

which means about of its present size. (CP VI.5.)
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C Approach to cosmology

When the big bang hypothesis was new it was claimed that there

were a number of observational facts supporting it. Further

studies have eroded the observational support and the only

phenomonon on which big bang is based now is the cosmic micro-

wave background radiation. (Sone people claim also that big bang

is necessary in order to explain the high helium abundance, but

if real, this may probably be explained also in other ways.)

Concerning the microwave radiation this would be a very strong

argument if_ space were empty and structureless. The strength

of the argument in. a highly structured space which we have found

above, is less convincing. In fact, of the whole electromagnetic

spectrum from long radio waves to short y-rays the millimeter

region is the region which is most poorly investigated. We do

not know how much interstellar and intergalactic matter absorb

millimeter radiation, because we know very little about its

chemical and structural composition. Hence we cannot exclude that

the microwave backcround radiation is generated or made isotropic

in space.

Observations have demonstrated that the metagalaxy has a hierar-
25

chical structure out to at least 10 m.(C.P.VI.1.3.2.) This means

essentially that it should be possible to extrapolate the laws

we have derived from laboratory and magnetospheric measurements

out to at least 10 m. Doing so we remain the whole time very far

from the Lapiace-Schwarzschild limit, which means that we do not

need to take general relativity into account. Space remains basi-

cally Euclidean and highly inhomogeneous

If we accept the big bang hypothesis we must assume that some-

where between 10 ~'m and 10 m the character of space should change

from three-dimensional and highly structurized to four-dimensio-

nal and homogeneous., As this region is not yet explored we are

unable to make a deciTion now.
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If we do not accept the big bang hypothesis we can account for

the metagalaxy as a new level in the hierarchy which then should

include galaxies, galactic clusters, superclusters and finally

the metagalaxy, urther, as pointed out in III B decades of

ambitions attempts to explain the enounnous energy release in

quasars as due to other sovu -es then annih.4 lation have not been

very successful. Hence in principle the observed properties of

quasars are a good argument a symmetric cosmology. If we accept

this we can also account for the energy of the Hubble expansion

without introducing new laws of physics.

D Evolution of interstellar clouds into stars, planets and

satellites

The traditional ("Laplacean") approach to the evolution of in-

terstellar clouds and the formation of stars, planets and satel-

lites neglects four plasma effects which according to the new

paradigm must be introduced: The theories of dusty plasmas, of

the pinch effect, of the critical velocity and the plasraa-planete-

simal transition with a 2:3 contraction.

Dusty_ P.lasma

As interstellar clouds usually contain considerable amounts of

dust, the theory of dusty plasmas is essential. Unfortunately

there are not yet any in situ measurement in a dusty plasma

in space » Such investigations will probably take place

when spice probes are sent through cometar} tails which are the

only region in our neighbourhood which consist of dusty plasma.

However laboratory measurements of the interaction between plasmas

and dust (or at least small probes) give us some confidence that

we understand at least some of their properties .

It is possible that the combined action of gravitation and electro-

magnetic effects in dusty clouds will lead to the formation of

growing dust balls . When they have become large enough

(perhaps about lunar size)they will serve as nuclei for a run-away

accretion. Later a large number of such "stellesimals" may form stars

through aggregation similar to- the planetesimal accretion (C.P.V.8).
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Pinch .effect

It is well-known that at least many clouds posses a filamen-

tary structure, which may indicate significant electric cur-

rents in them. It is possible that the clouds are formed fay

a combined action of electromagnetic and gravitational forces.

In other words the pinch effect of currents through space, which

we have discussed above, may concentrate the dilute interstellar

matter into clouds, but of course gravitation will also be iraportan

In any case the usually accepted theory that stars are formed

through a Jeans1 collapse is not necessarily correct. Introduc-

tion of the theory of dusty plasmas and of electromagnetic

contraction changes the background drastically.

The_critical_yelocitY

If the planets and satellites in the solar system are plotted

as a function of the gravitational potential in relation to their

central bodies, it is found that different groups of bodies

are located at certain discrete values ("band structure" of

the solar system) (C.P.v.7). This can be explained if matter falling

in from infinity is stopped when its velocity of fall has reached

certain critical values. When this was discussed through an ana-

lysis of the structure of the solar system no physical effect

was known which could produce such a result. This inspired labo-

ratory experiments in order to find whether such an effect existed

or not. The experiments were successful: ti 2 required effect,

called "the critical velocity", was found. The effect means Lnat

when the relative velocity between a neutral gas and a magnetized

plasma reaches certain critical values, the interaction between

the media suddenly increases by orders of magnitude. (CJPJV.6.)

Many experiments at different laboratories have confirmed the

existence of the "critical velocity" phenomenon. The theory

of it has made significant progress but is not yet completely

satisfactory.

This is one of the rare cases when an observed cosmogonic fact

has lead to the discovery of a previously unknown laboratory effect.

A plasma, dusty or not, which is located in the magnetic dipole

field of a rotating gravitatinu body, will be brought into partial
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corotation by electromagnetic transfer of momentum, its velocity

is then determined by the equilibrium between gravitation, centri-

fugal force and electro-magnetic forces. At neutralisation the

latter vanish and the result is that the medium contracts by a

factor 2:3.

The effect of such a transition from a plasma state to a planetesi-

mal state is clearly found in the Saturnian ring system, where

the bulk structure is determined by the 2:3 contraction ("cosmo-

gonic shadow effect"). It is also found in the asteroid belt(7)

The band structure and the cosmogonic shadow effect are of essen-

tial importance for the understanding of the evolutionary history

of the solar system. But, of course, a large amount of work is

necessary before a clear picture can be obtained.

It seems evident that plasma effects are decisive for the evolu-

tion from an interstellar cloud up to the rather well defined

transition from the plasma state to the planetesimal state

which is marked by the 2:3 contraction. From there plasma

effects are of no importance. The planetesimals delivered as

a result of this transition accrete to planets exclusively by

mechanical processes.

IV Final remarks

When NASA started its systematic space investigations it stated

that such a large enterprise could be justified only as an attempt

to clarify basic scientific and "philosophical" questions such

as three cardinal problems: the origin of the solar system, the

origin (If any) of the universe, and the origin of life. After

the negative results of the Viking project the hope of detecting

extraterrestrial life is close to zero, and NASA:s future contribu-

tion to the solution of the problem of the origin of life will be

essentially indirect.

Concerning the first two cardinal problems an enourmous amount

of data has been collected which may be of importance. However,

in order to derive scientific knowledge from this mass of data, it

is necessary to know the relevant laws of physics. As we have shown

both cardinal problems belong at least in part to plasma physics.
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This means that their solution depends on basic laws of plasma

physics which essentially are clarified by in situ measurements in

the magnetosphere. Henc-s magnetospheric research has been and is a

conditio sine qua non for clarifying the origin of the solar

system and the origin (if any) of the universe.

But also In other respects magnetospheric investigations have been

and are essential for these cardinal problems: it has educated a

considerable number of scientists in new methods of approach which

are essential in order to solve plasma problems. This means that

the plasma physicists may be the only group of scientists from whom

we can expect real progress in research on the origin of the solar

system and on cosmology (but this contribution will not be of real

value before the paradigm transition has been completed).

This unique position gives us all a deep responsibility for the

progress in these fascinating field3 of research.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Linear size of plasmas

Laboratory and magnetospheric plasmas can be investiga-

ted by sophisticated diagnostics. Cosmic plasma physics

should be based on research in these regions.

Theories of regions outside the reach of spacecrafts

are necessarily more speculative. They should be based

on extrapolations of results from the accessible regions.

The sun and comets are also outside the accessable re-

gions .

Fig. 2 Plasma experiment for investigating the properties of

a double layer

From a mercury plasma produced by a discharge, a plasma

column confined by magnetic field penetrates to the anode.

In this current-carrying column a double layer is pro-
(8)duced as soon as the current exceeds a certain limit * '.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Voltage V and density n along a plasma column

Below a certain current I these are slowly varying

functions of z. If the current ir raised by a few per-

cent, a double layer is produced, at which the voltage

increases by 30 volt in a very small distance. The

plasma density also changes abruptly. '.

"Inverted V" events (Gurnett, 1972)

Right: Variation in the electron energy measured by a

spacecraft, indicating the existence of electric fields

E,. Left: Electrostatic potential distribution. The

magnetic field is vertical. The current-carrying flux

tube is "insulated" from the surrounding plasma by a

thin cylindrical shell of rotating plasma, which pro-

duces a voltage drop which equals the electrostatic drop

in the layer. Compare the equipotential lines with those

in Fig. 2. Both are examples of "cable" formation in a

plasma.
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Pig. 5 The auroral circuit seen frcn the sur. {simplified

picture).

The central body (Earth and ionosphere) maintains a

dipole field, B1 and B-, are Magnetic field lines from the

body, c is a plasma cloud near the equatorial plane mo-

ving in the sunward direction (out of the figure) pro-

ducing an electromotive force V - f*1 v x B • dis which

gives rise to a current in the circuit d , ai, a2 ,c2

d - In a double layer D with the voltage Vc, the

current releases energy at the rate P - i'V̂ , which

essentially is used for accelerating auroral electrons.

The energy is transferred from c to D not by high energy

particles or waves, and not by magnetic merging or

field reconnection. It is a property of the electric cir-

cuit .

Pig. 6 Plasma in a laboratory tube and in a cosmic cloud as

elements in electric circuits.

Pig. 7 Dual i sin in Cosmic Plasma Physics

Pig. 8 Simplified particle model of solar wind impinging on

thg.. magnetosphere. Equatorial plane.

Magnetic field southwards (into the plane). Electric equi-

potential lines, along which the plasma drifts, are shown.

When solar wind approaches the magnefcopause, increase in

B and decrease in 5 slows it dowr, hence producing inertii

drift currents, antiparallel to the electric field. This

means that there is an electric dynamo, ^he currents from

it close through magnetopause as shown in the figure.

Similar mechanisms to the north and to the south of the

equatorial plane close partially through the magneto-

pause, producing its main current (cf. C.P. 111,6,

Fig. III.14a and b), The model illustrates that the trans-

fer of energy between plasma motion and electric cir-

cuits occurs through inertia current dynamos.



Fig. 9a Solar corona {March 1970) . The filamentary structure

is probably caused by electric currents.

b Detail of the Veil nebula.

Fig.10a #b Filamentary structures are much more conmon than ususally

thought as shown oy comparing the ordinary photograph

of the Lagoon nebula in Sagittarius (a) with the sair.G

photograph subjected to contrast enhancement (b).

c Contrast-enhanced photograph of the Orion nebula.

Fig.11 Filamentary structures in the dark nebula Barrcard 72.

Fig. 12 Filamentary structures at c - 16b 44m 6 -22?5 (Barnard)

Fig. 13 Three special cases of stationary and cylindrically

suiametric current (i) and magnetic field (BJ configura-

tions, (a) A toroidal current and an axial magnetic

field leading to a force opposing contraction, (b) A

force-free configuration with i and B parallel, (ci The

Bennett pinch with an axial current an.u a toroidal mag-

netic field.

Fig. 14 Northward component of magnetic field in the Earth's

equatorial plane.

Below: Magnetic field registration in a spacecraft which

penetrates the magnetopause when moving outwards.

Fig. 15 A "Leidenfrost laver" separating a region of antimatter

from a region of koinomatter.

Annihilation at the interface between regions of koine-

matter and antimatter causes a very hot intermediate

surface layer which pushes the two kinds of matter apart.

L
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DUALISM IN COSMIC PLASMA PHYSICS

TRANSLATION FORMULA

V x B = Mo»

MAGNETIC FIELD DESCRIPTION

ESSENTIAL FOR
ANISOTROPY OF PLASMAS
WAVES IN PLASMAS

PARTICLE (ELECTRIC CURRENT)
DESCRIPTION

ESSENTIAL FOR
FORMATION OF DOUBLE LAYERS
TRANSFER OF ENERGY FROM
ONE REGION TO ANOTHER

TO TREAT ENERGY TRANSFER BY MAGNETIC MERGING
(RECONNECTION) METHODS IS BASICALLY WRONG (except in some
special cases).

IT IS AS IMPOSSIBLE AS DESCRIBING THE PHOTOELECTRIC

Fig. 7
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In situ measurements in the magnetospheres together with general

advancement in plasma physics are now necessitating introduction

of a number of effects that have been recently discovered or ear-

lier neglected. Examples are:

Electric double layers (like in the lower magnetorsphere)

Thin current layer (like in tho maonetopause) giving space a

cellular structure.

Current produced filaments (e.g. in prominences, solar corona and

interstellar clouds).

Further it is important to use the electric current (particle) de-

scription and to study the whole circuit in which the current flows.

The pinch effect cannot be neglected as is now usually done.

The critical velocity phenomenon is essential, for example for the

band structure of solar system.

Theory of dusty plasmas is important.

The result is a change in so many theories in cosmic plasma

physics that it is appropriate to speak of an introduction of a

new paradigm. This should be based on empirical knowledge from

roagnetospheric and laboratory investigations. Its application to

astrophysics in general, including cosmology, will necessarily

lead to a revision of e.g. the present theories of the formation

of stars, planets and satellites. It is doubtful whether the

big bang cosmology will survive.

Key words; Plasma physics, Astrophysics, Double layers, Electric

circuits, Magnetopause, Pinch effect, Critical velocity, Dusty

plasma, Origin of solar system, Cosmology,
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